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 The professor slept in her seatbelt again; its 
light pressure like a lover’s arm against her breast, 
the steering wheel wet from a night of trapped 
breath. Her car faced the vast glass entrance to the 
university gym; her only toilet, shower, towels — 
all semester.
 She awoke as every television above each 
treadmill flashed her faculty headshot on-screen. 
“Professor of the Year to be Honored.” She craned 
forward with her phone, extending a numb arm to 
grab a peripheral wisp of WiFi — giddy to recall the 
Latvian word for “honor,” momentarily thrilled to 
email her mother such wonderful news.
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Hi-tops push forward.
Legal woes pull back.
Name cleared. Mistaken identity.
Forever running from my own record.
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      I once came across God in a grocery store. I first 
caught sight of Him standing by the bananas—He 
was changing them green to yellow, then back to 
green. I approached Him. He laughed like a child 
and ran down an aisle. The bananas were left 
green. I again saw his handiwork when I passed 
by the pumpkins. Overgrown, and sickly marked. 
I ran through the store looking for Him, pushing 
past idle shoppers reaching for cans on the top 
shelf. I wanted to tell them, “Put the canned peas 
back! There’s no knowing what mischief has been 
played.” 
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What God Does in 
a Grocery Store
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